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  CONTRACTS ACCEPTED 
 
PROPOSAL ID/  CONTRACTOR/  ACCEPTED DATE/ 
COUNTY  PROJECT NUMBER(S)  PROJECT WORK TYPE 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
 
00-000S-380       COLLINS & HERMANN, INC.                     03/30/11 
  STATEWIDE       ITS-000-S(380)--25-00                       DYNAMIC MESSAGE SIGNS 
 
07-2187-216       VIETH CONSTRUCTION CORP.                    03/23/11 
  BLACK HAWK      NHSN-218-7(216)--2R-07                      PERMANENT SCOUR COUNTERMEASURE 
 
07-2187-217       MCCLAIN & CO., INC.                         03/28/11 
  BLACK HAWK      NHSN-218-7(217)--2R-07                      SALVAGE & REMOVAL 
 
40-0696-018       CHRISTENSEN BROS., INC.                     03/31/11 
  HAMILTON        STP-069-6(18)--2C-40                        BRIDGE AND APPROACHES - CCS 
 
94-0203-132       DIXON CONSTR. CO.                           03/30/11 
  WEBSTER         NHSX-020-3(132)--3H-94                      BRIDGE NEW - PPCB 
 
